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ABSTRACT 
As we proceed toward the end of the twentieth century, 
it has be come increasingly clear that the future of public 
education in the United S tates is somewhat uncertain. This 
uncertainty is due to a-number of causes :  concern over dis­
cipline, lack of parental interest, de creasing e·nrollment, 
lack of quality teachers, and de creasing supplies of tax 
monies to fund the schools. S ome of these reasons have more 
impact in one area than another, but the effect can be deter­
mined e asily. S chools are faced with program cuts and dimi­
nution of services for the student population. 
This ·field study addresses this problem as it pertains 
to the Assumption Community S chool District #9 . This district 
is currently faced with the two-edged problem of enrollment 
de cline and decreases in equalized assessed valuation of the 
real estate in the school district. The results of these 
problems have the potential to be catastrophic for such a 
small school district. 
This paper will explain the present situation in this 
district, project what may happen in the next several years, 
and try to offer some intelligent alternatives for solving 
the problem or at least softening the blow as much as pos­
sible . In order to accomplish thes� tasks, the paper will 
explain in the financial picture, both present and future, 
in depth . .  Enrollment trends are predicted as accurately as 
.possible, given all the information available . 
413940 
Suggestions are made for the f uture direction of the 
district based on the data presented and discussions with 
local and area school officials. Possible avenues for the 
f uture of the distri ct are presented and the flaws and pit­
falls of each, as well as the advantages, are noted. 
It i s  the hope of the author that the report of the 
district's successful referendum passage may be useful to 
other districts i n  planning tax hike referenda. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Introduction 
As the end of the twentieth century approache s, it has 
become i ncreasingly clear that the future of public education 
i s  somewhat uncertain. The air i s  filled with talk regarding 
the various options being presented as alternatives to the 
traditional, " free ," public education. Private schools, pa-
rochial schools, and voucher systems loom as replacements for 
publi c education. The reasons for the decline of publi c edu-
cation as it has deve loped are many and diverse. Genuine 
concern over the lack of effective discipline i n  many publi c 
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schools is given high priority ye arly i n  the Gallup/Phi Delta 
Kappa poll on atti tudes toward e ducation. Lack of parental 
concern and interest i n  schools is anothe r major problem. 
Too many parents vie w  schools as babysi tters for which they 
pay taxes. An ever-increasing problem is the lack of quality 
teachers available. The low level of compensation has caused 
tlie be�t candidates, as well as many proven teachers, to . go 
into more lucrative fields. 
Two of the most devastating problems facing publi c edu-
cation today are declining e nrollments and reductions i n  
funding due to tax reforms or other decreases i n  aid from tax 
sources. A very large number of school districts in Illinois 
are presently facing one or the other of these problems. Some 
districts are coping well. Others are not. 
A smaller, but i ncreasing, numbe r of school districts 
are faci ng both of these problems simultaneously. The re sults 
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of this two-pronged problem may spell financial or curricular 
doom for some districts. These problems are especi ally crit­
i cal for s�all rural districts which may be faced with program 
cuts and/or di minution of servi ces for the student population. 
The purpose of this field study is to examine the impact 
and effect of declining enrollment and shrinking real estate 
tax base on the Community Unit #9 school di strict. of Assump­
tion; Illinois,  from the point of vi ew of the author who is 
the principal of the j unior-senior high school in  the district. 
The paper will include historical information and factual data 
about the school district. The fi nanci al and enrollment pro­
jections for the district will be analyzed. The effect of 
present trends on e xisting programs will be discussed. 
Several suggestions for possi ble long-range solutions 
to the di strict's problems will be presented. The ramifica­
tions of each of these possi bilities will also be pursued. 
The paper will then focus its maj or attention on the option 
of raising the local 'tax rate to gene rate more revenue. The 
entire process involved in  the di stri ct's successful refer­
endum will be described in detail. A large numbe r of appen­
dices will be offered to illustrate and i lluminate specific 
parts of thi s process. 
CHAPTER TWO 
Statement of the Proble m 
Ass umption Conrrnunity Unit School Dis trict #9 , Christian 
and S he lby Counties, Illinois ,  was organized January 3 1, 1948. 
The approximate area of.the s chool district is one hundred 
s e ctions or square mile s .  The as s essed · valuation of the real 
estate in the district is approxi mately $25,900,000 for the 
1981-1982 s chool year. l. 
The only town located in the S chool district is Ass ump­
tion. This municipality has a population of about 1500. The 
populati on within the boundaries of the s chool district i s  
between 3 ,-000 and 4,000. The principal indus try is farming, 
with a large number of other agri-businesses  supporting this 
endeavor. A large number of the non-farming re s idents of the 
s chool district commute to work i n  Pana, Taylorville, or 
De catur. A good portion of the residents of the s chool dis-
trict are retired. This s e gment of the population, which is  
older, helps to put the first problem into f ocus . The en-
rollment in the local s chools is rapidly de creas ing. 
The total enrollment in  the s chool dis trict for the 
1980-19 8 1  s chool year was 449. This was divided between the 
district's two attendance centers . Assumption Juni or- Senior 
High School had a total enrollment for grades 7 -12 of 250. 
Bond Elementary S chool had a K-6 enrollment of 199. For pur­
poses of eas e in unders tanding,· let us us e only the enrollment 
lFinley, Ronald and Cook, Linda. Supervisors of As s e s s ­
ments for Christian and Shelby Counti e s ,  Illinois .  
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figures for the high school, grades 9 -12. In 19 78-19 79 , the 
high school enrollment was 220. For the 1979-1980 school 
year this figure fell slightly to 215. The 19 80-19 81 school 
year saw a substantial drop to 178. Enrollment projections, 
based on the best data available, show the enrollment remain­
ing constant for the 1981-1982 school ye ar. The 1982-1983 
school year should see a decline to 153 . It appears that a 
l ow enrollment of 14 2 will be reached in the 19 85-1986 school 
year. Projections indicate a slight increase to 155 for 
19 86-1987, but this appears to be the high point for enroll­
ment for quite some time. These figure s represent an enroll­
me�t decline of some 36% from 1978 to 1986. This alone is a 
very significant statistic in the financial future of the 
dist�ict. 
The other major problem facing this school district is 
that of a declining tax base from real estate taxes. There 
are several reasons for the decline in the tax base, but 
perhaps the biggest is the fact that the district has a very 
l arge amount of farm l and. In 19 79 , the state legislature 
changed the way that farm l and was to be valued for real 
estate purposes. �asically, this changed the assessment for 
farm land from that of all other property to a method which 
weighed the soil type and the expected productivity of such. 
As a result of this new me thod of assessing farm l and, some 
school districts showed large incre ases in asse ssed valuation. 
Other districts stayed virtually the same and some districts 
experienced dramatic decreases in assessed valuation. 
Assumption Community Unit District #9 was one of the latter 
group. The assessed valuation of the land · in the district 
dropped noticeably and quickly. The assessed valuation of 
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all the property in the district was $3 0,061,286 in 1976-1977. 
For 1977-1978, this figure dropped to $29,350,828. In 1978-
1979, the assessment went up to an all -time high of $30,454, 919. 
The 1979-1980 tax assessment showed the first major decrease 
as the valuation dropped down to $27,498,100. This trend 
continued for 1980-1981 when the assessment slid even further 
to a low of $24,83 2,500. These f igures represent a drop of 
approximately 19% over a pe riod of two years in the assessed 
v�uation of the land in the district. S ince this district 
gets at least half of its ope rating funds from local tax 
sources, it is easy to realize that a 19% reduction in local 
revenue$ would have a large impact on the district's finan-
cial �esources. When this is coupled with an inflation rate 
which averaged 10. 53 % for 1978-1981, one begins to see the 
enormity of the problem. 
Obviously, one avenue to look for financial help would 
be the state government. S ince the state provides about 
forty percent of the funds for schools, it may be expected 
to help provide more aid to districts in need. However, 
several factors combine to make this avenue a dead-end road. 
First, one must recognize that school funding is a political 
football. Money for schools �s always a controversial topic 
in the state legislature. It is a very conveni�nt area for 
compromises to be made. Therefore, schools are seldom give n 
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that amount of aid which was initially promised by the law­
makers. Since state legislators cannot ag.ree on full funding 
for education, they are not going to go out of their way to 
help small school districts with money problems. 
Another part of this problem is the formulae which are 
used to determine the funding levels for all school districts. 
It has been mentioned that the state provides about forty 
percent of the funding for schools. However, there are ex­
ceptions to that rule . Assumption received only about ten 
percent of its funding from state aid due to the fact that 
Assumption was a Strayer-Haig district in the financial aid 
formulae. What this means is that Assumption has a large num­
ber of dollars in assessed valuation behind e very student. 
Consequently, the state is not especially eager to provide 
much money to districts like Assumption. Additionally, the 
Assumption district is still operating with the same tax rate 
in the education fund as it had when it was organized, i. e.  
$1. 60 per $100 asses�ed valuation. It is a fact that the 
state aid formulae are structured to help those districts 
which are willing to help themselves b y  passing a higher tax 
rate. Assumption attempted to pass a tax hike referendum for 
incre ase s in several funds in a 1975 ele ction. This'measure 
was defeated. This has been the only attempt to increase tax 
rates; and, therefore , local funding levels remain the same 
since the district was organized in 1948. 
Another factor in pot ge tting more state aid is the de­
cline in student population. The number of students is 
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significant because state aid is also based on head count. 
Consequently, at a time when the Assumption schools need more 
money they are actually getting less due partially to the 
de cline in enrollment. 
Let us look more closely at the total financial picture 
for Conrrnunity Unit #9 be fore we begin to examine ways to 
solve the problem. It is quite easy to see that the financial 
picture is bleak. Referring to the graph presented as Ap­
pendix A, one sees the relationship between education fund 
receipts and e xpenditures. The 19 77-1978 school year shows 
a surplus in rece ipts of about $14,000. An additional $54,000 
is' received in 1978-1979. Then, in 1979 - 19 80, the high rate 
of inflation, along with large salary increases spurred by 
such, c'onsumed most of the surplus revenues that the district 
· was accumulating yearly. Only $10,000 more was received than 
was spent. Finally, in 1980- 19 81, the financial crisis hit 
Assumption. Initially, th�re was a $4,000 decrease in reve­
nues which had not been anticipated when the 1980-1981 budget 
was approved. Additionally, �here was an expenditure for 
roofing the elementary school which was paid in cash ($50,000) 
since it was presumed at the time that there would be no money 
problems. Also, large salary increases were given for the 
1980-1981 school year, again to help staff to k�ep up with 
double digit inflation. All of these factors c _ .. te together 
to cause exoenditures to outpace receipts by about $170,000. 
S ince the roofing was a .one -time project, the district was 
faced with the fact that it had overspent by $120,000. 
It was at this point that the district administration 
became painfully aware of the serious problems that the de-
cline in enrollment and assessed valuation were causing the 
district. Considerable time was then spent in estimating 
what district revenues would be for the coming year (1981-
1982) and projecting those receipts through 1985 -1986. 
With an estimate of $ 821,000 for 1980 taxes payable in 
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19 81; it was decided to project future receipts using an av­
erage annual increase of 7. 6 %  per year. This percentage was 
the average of the yearly increases prior to the drop in 
assessed valuation. Using this percentage of increase, one 
may see that revenues may be expected to climb to $86 8,000 
for the 1982-19 83 school year, $ 9 34,000 for the 1 9 83-1984 
school ·year, $1,005,000 for 1984-1985, and $1,081,000 for the 
1985-19a6 school year. However, when this same procedure is 
followed for projecting district costs through 1986, the re­
sults spell catastrophe for the district. 
The total receipts for the 1 9 81-1982 school year have 
been estimated at $821,000. To this was added a cash balance 
of $3 4,000 at the end of the 1980-1981 fiscal year and a 
transfe r of $3 0,000 from a two-year accumulation of working 
cash funds. This adds up to a total of $885,000 available 
cash for the district for 1981-1982. Expenses were estimated 
at $1, 005 ,000, which called for only giving salary incre ments 
or their equivalents to the staff .  A further requirement was 
that all budgets remain at the 19 80-1981 levels. From this 
I 
figure the administration recommended cuts in non-educational 
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areas totaling $60,000. These cuts included reductions in 
kitchen and janitorial services, e limination of l� unneeded 
teaching positions through attrition, and a reduction of all 
teachers' equipment and supply budgets by fifty percent. 
These cuts lowered the estimated e xpenditures to $94 5,000, 
which reflected an anticipated deficit at the end of the 
1981-1982 school year of $6 0,000. 
To project future costs, an annual average increase of 
8. 8% was applied to the $945,000 figure. This percentage was 
the average for the previous six years according to the U. S.  
Department of Labor statistics. Costs were the n projected to 
shbw estimated expenditures of $1,028,000 for the 1982-1983 
school year, $1,118,000 for the 19 83 -19 84 school year, 
$1,217,�00 for the 1984-1985 school year, and $1,324,000 for 
the 1985-1986 school year. The simple matter of adding up 
the differences in the yearly �eceipts and expenditure s shows 
that the district could acqumulate a deficit of $9 22,000 by 
the end of the 19 85- 1986 fiscal ye ar. Admittedly, these 
figures may be inaccurate on the high side, but they could 
just as e asily be low. Some set of figures was needed as a 
guide and these were the best available. Obviously, the 
district was stunned by such a revelation. Clearly, options. 
needed to be presented and examined. 
CHAPTER THREE 
Proposed Solutions 
One possible solution to the problem would be to increase 
the number of students being educated in the district. This 
would help to increase state aid be cause of the per pupil fac� 
tor used in computation. More students would also allow for 
more efficient use of the buildings. It would cost no more 
to heat and light the schools for any larger number of stu­
dents. 
The junior-senior high school was built in 19 69 to house 
425-450 students. As was previously mentioned, the 19 80- 1981 
student population was 250. The buildinr could easily accom­
modate another 200 students. The only logical way to increase 
the number of students in the district is to increase the size 
of the district, i. e. consolidate with another school system. 
Geographically speaking, Assumption Community Unit #9 borders 
several districts wh� ch could be potential candidates for con­
solidation attempts. To the south is the Pana Community Unit 
S chool District. Pana would not be a logical choice for con­
solidation for several reasons. First, Pana does not need 
more students, as its schools· are already overcrowded at the 
junior and senior high levels. This problem is due primarily 
to the condemnation of most of the existing junior high school 
building. Another dimension of the problem is the general 
attitude of the public in the Pana district. Generally speak­
ing, a maj ority of the voters would be against any and all 
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recommendations that the administration might make. This dis­
trust and skepticism would undoubtedly doom a consolidation 
election to. failure from the start. Additionally, this newly 
formed district would have a maximum distance of about twenty 
miles from the northern edge of the Assumption district to 
the Pana High School. Transportation c osts and time would be 
difficult to justify. Pana would, therefore, be one of the 
last ·hopes for consolidation. 
To the southeast is the Tower Hill school district. 
Realistically, Tower Hill would be a good candidate for con­
solidation eff orts. · Their building houses all students in 
grades K-12 and is not in a particularly good state of repair. 
The enrollment is low--about 107 in the high school in 1980-
1981. 'Programs could be improved and upgraded considerably 
by affecting a consolidation with Assumption. For several 
reasons, however, this would n?t be likely to occur. The com­
munity still retains a great deal of pride in having its own 
school. This is such a strong f actor that voters strongly 
passed a bond issue to build a new gymnasium and remodel the 
old one for classroom use. This move will cost the taxpayers 
about $. 80 per $10 0 of assessed valuation for the life of the 
bonds. This vote was in response to the knowledge that fail.­
ure to make these improvements would surely necessitate con­
solidation with another district within a few years. Another 
potential stumbling block from the Assumption view is that 
the potential gain of students may not be sufficient to jus­
tify the move. It has been noted that probably only about 
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one-half of the 107 high school students would actually end 
up attending Assumpt ion High School. The others would surely 
petition out of the new district t o  attend Pana, Cowden­
Herrick, or Shelbyville. All of t hese would be closer for 
students in the sout hern part of the Tower Hill dist rict . 
The dist ance from the southeast corner of the Tower Hill dis­
trict to Assumption High School would be about t wenty t o  
t wenty-five miles. 
Finally, the best choice for consolidation with Assump­
tion would be the Moweaqua district. Located mostly north 
of Assumption, the town of Moweaqua is approximately the same 
size as Assumption. The 1980-1981 high school enrollment at 
Moweaqua was 238. The Moweaqua school district has only one 
building for all of it s students, K-12. It is in good repair. 
For an effective consolidation, one school building of t he 
three available would have t o  oe abandoned. The obvious choice 
is Bond Elementary School in Assumption. The new district 
would then house its K-8 students at the �oweaqua building 
and the high school would be located in Assumption. This ar­
rangement would make the high school enrollment about 415, 
which would be an excellent use of the facility. The Moweaqua 
building, built t o  house about 800, would have about 730 stur 
dents which would be a good student population for t hat build­
ing as well. The merger would be educationally beneficial in 
that it would allow both schools t o  ret ain some course offer­
inis t hat each alone cannot maintain due to low enrollment . 
Good examples would be agriculture and foreign language courses. 
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The size of this new district would be about 187 square miles 
with a total assessed valuation of approximately $50,000,000. 
The longest· distance to either attendance center should be 
fifteen miles or less. On the negative side, there are sev­
eral problems with this merger. Assumption is a very conserv­
ative community, while Mowe aqua is more progre ssive. Also, 
many Assumption parents may obj ect to their elementary stu­
dents being bussed to Moweaqua. The biggest problem is one 
that is corrnnon to nearly all consolidations. The issue of 
corranunity pride in school athletic achievements can be over­
whelming. These two towns have been fierce rivals in high 
school athletics for years. This alone could produce substan­
tial opposition to any e fforts to consolidate the districts. 
In conclusion, the option of consolidation is not a very 
good prospect for various reasons. A consolidation with 
Moweaqua would be the best hope in all areas--educational, 
financial, and for the best use of existing facilities. The 
worst aspect would be the abandonment of Bond Elementary 
School, but this community needs a civic center for which the 
Bond building would be perfect. If consolidation ever be­
comes necessary because of financial affairs or legislation, 
this would be an excellent ma�riage of two small districts. · 
The other options open to the Assumption school district 
to cope with these financial and enrollment crises have both 
immediate and long term compon�nts. The two choices are to 
increase the tax rate or· cut the programs, or tq combine the 
two. The next, and largest, P.ortion of this paper de als with 
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the responses that were made by this school district, the 
processes involved, the results, and the overall effect on 
the distri�t. The Board of Education took action on a vari­
ety of suggestions and proposals with the author of this pa­
per having had substantial input into these suggestions and 
proposals. 
When the preliminary land assessments were made known to 
the superintendent in August of 1 9 80, it became apparent that 
by the end of the 1981-1982 school year the district would be 
in financial distress. These land assessments indicated a 
drop of about $2,6 00,000 in assessed valuation. This decrease 
followed a drop of nearly $3,000,000 for the 19 80-19 81 school 
year. Coupled with increasing inflation and decreasing en­
rollment, this decrease in assessed valuation would put the 
district deeply in debt in a very short number of years. At 
the September 15, 1980, meeting the Board was presented with 
a summary of district rece�pts and expenditures for the past 
several years. This ·summary is included as Appendix B. This 
sunnnary pointed out to the Board that expenditures had in­
creased approximately twice as fast as receipts in the past 
two years. Due t0 this fact, and the future tax outlook, the 
superintendent strongly recommended that the Board form a com­
mittee and meet with the administration to discuss ways of 
cutting costs to deal with this financial crisis. Appendix 
B is a copy of a financial review given to the Board at the 
October meeting. After reviewing this sheet, a .meeting was 
was set for December 2, 1980·, to go into detail regarding this 
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problem. The administration was instr ucted to prepare some 
alternatives for the meeting. 
At the-meeting on December 2, 19 80, it was noted that 
the district could expect a deficit of $120,000 at the end 
of the 19 81- 1982 school year unless cuts were made in pro-
grams or services. It was also noted that all of the dis­
trict's financial reserves, totaling $6 4,000, would be 
expended during this time. Actual overspending would be in 
the area of $184 ,000. Options were discussed. It was rather 
apparent to all that a tax increase was a definite necessity 
for the future operation of the school district. Unfortunately, 
it' was agreed that it would not be possible to get voter ap­
proval for such a tax hike in time to affect revenues for the 
1981-1982 school year. 
Consequently, the group turned its attention to a dis­
cussi�n of possible irrunediate program or service cuts which 
could be made to save money until the tax hike might take ef­
fect. The administration had prepared two sets of potential 
cuts and the savings associated with each. The first, pre­
sented as Appendix C, was a set of very dr astic r eductions in 
district programs · and services which would cut expenses by 
$159,500 and reduce the overspending to $3 5,000. This list 
included reduction of staff by seven and one- half positions, 
elimination of all extra-curricular activities and sports, 
and elimination of participation in the programs at the De­
catur Area Vocational Center. Also included were cuts in sup­
port services, such as kitchen and janitorial services. 
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The second set of potential budget cuts (Appe ndix D) 
was made up with the id�a in mind that educational programs 
must not be di sturbed if at all possible. The goal of these 
cuts was to make the least possible negative effect on the 
district. This list included reducing staff by one and one-
half positions through attrition, the reduction of all teach-
er budgets by fifty percent, reduction in cafeteria and jan-
itorial services, elimination of new textbooks, and dropping 
high school baseball. These cuts would result in a savings 
of over $6 0,000. The committee scrutinized these two lists 
very closely. The group desired to avoid making the drastic 
cuts i f  at all possi ble. It was generally agreed that the 
second liit of cuts totali ng $60,169 should be implemented 
for the 1981-1982 school year. It was unde rstood that some 
of these cuts would have to be reinstated for 19 82-1983 i f  
programs were not to suffer. The se items we�e the fifty per-
cent reductions in  teachers' budgets and, possibly, the mora-
torium on new textbook purchases. 
I 
The committee realized that there still would not be 
e nough revenue to sustain the district i n the future and be -
gan an examination of the revenue situation. There were three 
solutions presented which addressed the problem of the money 
shortage. The first was to incre ase taxes in one or more of 
the operating funds. The district ":vas still operating with 
the same education fund rate that it was organized with in 
1948, i. e .. $1. 6 0  per $loo· assessed valuation. The only pre -
.vious attempt to raise the rate had failed. The commi ttee's 
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discussion centered about this failure and the reasons for 
the failure. Mention was made of the difficulty that was be­
ing encountered statewide by districts attempting to raise 
taxes. During this discussion, it was brought out that the 
entire Board had not believed the tax increase was necessary 
when the referendum was tried in 1975. Shortly after the de­
feat of this referendum, the assessed valuation of the dis­
trict jumped over $5, 000,000. This event caused many voters 
to believe that the tax hike had not really been needed any­
way. The present Board realized that it would have to be 
strongly unified and do an excellent job of selling to get a 
t�x increase passed. 
The second financial option was to continue with the 
status ·quo and issue tax anticipation warrants as needed to 
meet district obligations. The d istrict could issue warrants 
for up to $6 00,000, which was its legal limit for such. The 
big drawback with this was that interest must be paid on the 
money optained this way. The interest may not exceed 8% by 
law, but this interest would further erode the dollars avail­
able and weaken the district's position. Although rather in­
significant, there was also the factor of the amount of time 
which would have to be devoted to the paperwork involved with 
this form of financing. This would require Board motions and 
would regularly remind the public of the problems the Board 
was having. 
The third option was to issue working cash bonds. This 
back door referendum would result in the Board being able to 
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raise as much as $3 00,000 without voter approval , if the Bbar d 
was lucky. There was the possibility that the public could 
force an election by getting the signatures of ten percent 
of the r egistered voters in the district within thirty days 
of the time the Board resolved in open session to sell the 
bonds . The working cas h bond route seems to put the Board in 
a position of being secretive and trying to sneak something 
through on the voters. The Board was concer ned about the 
amount of negative publicity that such a bond sale might cre­
ate. Additionally, a primary consideration in selling work­
ing cash bonds is that they must be sold to the lowest bidder 
on the amount of interest which will be paid. The going in­
terest r ate is usually about three percent below the prime 
r ate. ·At the time this was considered, bond sales were draw­
ing over ten percent. 
After carefully considering all three of these proposals 
regarding r evenue, the Board decided that there was really 
only one option open: The decision was made to ask the voter s 
to r aise the tax rate in order to maintain the high quality 
of education in the Assumption schools. The Board decided to 
be very open and vigorous and go about the business of sell­
ing this tax increase and the accompanying budget cuts. At 
the next Board meeting, the proposals were made to cut 
$60,169 from the 1981-1982 budget and to ask the public to 
raise taxes. There was a considerable amount of discussion. 
The Board voted unanimously to pursue this course of action. 
The next task facing the Board was deciding how much of 
an increase to r equest from the voters. Initially it was 
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believed that � total increase of $. 80 per $100 assessed 
valuation in the education, building, and transportation 
funds would be necessary. This increase seemingly would in­
sure that the long-range goals of the district could be met. 
With an assessed valuation of $25,000,000, this rate would 
produce an additional $200,000 per year in much-needed reve­
nue. 
The Board then decided to bring its case to the public 
before making any final decisions. An open meeting was set 
for Monday, January 12, 1981, at Bond Elementary School. No­
tices were placed in the newspaper and on local radio stations 
inviting all concerned citizens and taxpayers to attend this 
meeting and hear what was being proposed. In additio"n, the 
meeting was prominently mentioned in the newsletter which is 
sent to every home in the district which has children in the 
school. The Board was hopeful of getting a turnout of 100-
150 concerned citizens. 
In preparation for this meeting, the Board decided to 
share as much information as possible with the public. The 
Board wanted all who were present to be able to see in black 
and white exactly what was happening to the district. To 
facilitate this, information packets were assembled for each 
person attending. This packet is included as Appendices El-E9. 
Page one gives estimates of the 1981-1982 education fund re­
ceipts and expenditures which shows the bottom line of a 
$6 0,000 deficit by June of 1982 if cuts are made. A total 
breakdown of the $885,000 in available cash is included. The 
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expenses are shown by the 1980-1981 budget plus the cost of 
giving the staff no raise other than the increments already 
built into the salary schedule. This .cost, along with similar 
increases for all those not on a salar y schedule, would be 
about $15,000. The total estimated expenditures before the 
cuts were adopted was $1,005,000. After subtracting the 
$60,000 in cuts which the Board had adopted at the December, 
1980, meeting, the end r esult was a $60,000 deficit at the 
end of 1981-1982. 
Page E2 was designed to let the taxpayers know where the 
Asslllllption schools get their money. T�e four major areas of 
local taxes, state aid, special education, and Title programs 
are mentioned briefly. The Board realized that most taxpayers 
do .not know where the money comes from and wanted to give a 
short explanation. 
Page E3 was a presentation which showed the changes in 
the assessed valuation of property in the district since 1972. 
Since the changes in assessed valuation were an important 
reason for the district's financial plight, it was vital that 
the public have as complete a knowledge as possible in this 
area. This set of figures shows the dramatic increase in 1976 
which put the district in good financial shape and the de­
creases in 1979 and 1980 which were primarily to blame for 
the problems now being encountered. 
Page E4 details the annual inflation rates from the 
United States Department of Labor . While it was no surprise 
to anyone that inflation had been high, the Board felt it 
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necessary to include this page to show how drastic inflation 
had been in recent years and how this had contributed to the 
distress of the school district. Even those citizens with 
no special knowledge of school or taxes could easily see how 
drastically expenditures had been affected by the high in-
flation rates the last two years. 
Page ES of this initial information packet is a simple 
bar graph which has been discussed previously. 
Page E6 outlines the actions which the Board has already 
taken in dealing with the financial crisis. Item number 
three is critical because it shows how insufficient the 1981-
1982 tax levy is in meeting the needs of the district. The 
lower half of this page presents five possible solutions to 
the problem. It is evident that rai$ing taxes is the best 
possible solution if district programs are to be preserved. 
Page E7 gives a clear outline of what steps would be nec­
essary in order to balance the budget in the district. The 
cuts, totaling $159,500,.which have been previously discussed 
are outlined here. 
A comparison of the tax rates of many area school dis-
tricts is given on p�ge EB. Assumption is shown quite clearly 
as one of the lower districts in terms of the total tax rate 
far schools. It was important to the Board that the taxpayers 
realize how they stacked up with other towns and just how much 
they have been getting for so long with such a low tax rate. 
The last page, E9, relates the Board discussion regard-' 
·ing an April 7, 1981, referendum to raise the tax rate by 
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$. 80 per $100 assessed valuation. The increase is shown in 
three funds--education, building, and transportation. Fol­
l owing are several illustrations of h9W much such an increase 
would cost area taxpayers. Of primary concern was il lustrat­
ing the cost of the increase to area farmers since this group 
was expected to be opposed to the increase. 
The Board members and administration met several times, 
including Christmas Eve morning, to familiarize themselves 
with all of the details of this packet. They attempted to 
think of any possible questions that might come up at the pub­
lic meeting so that they could be prep�red with the answer. 
The organization and structure of the January 12 meeting was 
also discussed in detail. All Board members were completely 
committed to this venture. 
As an aside, it has been noted that the Board members 
did a great deal of work and were very closely involved in 
all facets of this process. It may be wise to mention that 
on December 9 ,  1980, the Board met as a committee with a rep­
resentative of the Illinois School Consulting Service. This 
gentleman tried to sell his group's services to the Board in 
helping pass the referendum. He related that the group had 
a success rate of 85% in school tax rate referenda. He out­
lined all of the services that the group would provide. These 
consultants would come in with a six month program which began 
with a study of the district and its finances. They would 
then help to form civic action groups to help push for the 
increase and they would help with the legal steps in preparing 
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for arid running the ele ction. They would provide about 100 
copies of their re port on district finances as well as these 
other services for $6,500. A se cond pption was for the re­
port on finances only. This would cost $4,500. The Board 
rejected this approach for several re asons. First, it did 
not seem appropriate to have an outsider te lling everyone what 
the schools needed. Local voters had elected the local Board 
members to do just that. Second, spendin� this large amount 
of money when district finances were the whole issue was not 
well-received by any of the Board members. Finally, bringing 
in an outside group could be interpreted by some as a lack 
of faith in the current financial manager of the district, 
the superintendent. The Board had been and continued to be 
very satisfied with his handling of the district funds and 
did not want anyone to think that the opposite was true. 
The stage was now set for the first public meeting. A 
final me eting for the Board and administrators was held on 
January 8, 1981, to get any last-minute que stions or responses 
from the Board. The outlook was guardedly optimistic for 
both good attendance and a good re ception of the proposals. 
Preparations for the Monday, January 12, 1981, me eting 
were completed early in the afternoon. The e ntire Board and 
administrative staff were to be seated at a long table in the 
front of the room. Chairs were set up for 150 people. An 
information packet was prepared for �ach seat. By the time 
the meeting started there were over 125 people present. The 
Board President opened the meeting with an enthusiastic 
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welcome and expressed his gratitude for such a fine turnout. 
He announced that the meeting would officially end at 9 :00 
p .m. The Board members had agreed th.at it would be best to 
limit the time to avoid getting stalled on any one item. The 
President then gave a very short explanation of the purpose 
of the meeting. He s tated that the Board needed to make the 
. . 
public as aware as possible about the financial problems that 
the district was experiencing. He stressed that the Board 
wanted and needed the input of those people who were inter-
ested in the future of the district. In order to get things 
started, he suggested a short explanation and discussion of 
the information included in the packets. The group asked a 
large number of questions, which were handled very well by 
the Board members with a minimum of help from tthe adminis­
trators. When the statistics relating to the changes in the 
assessed valuation of the district were discussed, the Board 
President called on the Christian County Supervisor of Assess­
ments to give an expianation of the events that had transpired 
and his estimate of future assessments. This gentleman gave 
a very fine talk and answered all auestions well. His pres-
entation had the effect of unifying the group. This man, who 
had control over the assessments, had just told them that 
many taxing bodies were in much worse shape than this one. 
He also stressed that the future did not hold any real promise 
for help. He convinced the crowd that the problems were be­
yond the control of the district personnel. He stated that 
the best course of action would be to help ourselves by pass-
ing this tax increase. 
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During the entire course of the meeting there were very 
few negative comments. Most of those who spoke were very 
supportive of the schools. Many said that they were �illing 
to help in any way they were needed. Some very serious dis­
cussion arose when the group addressed the issue of how much 
should be p roposed as the tax increase. The majority of 
those present said that they re alistically did not believe 
that the $. 80 per $100 figure had much chance of passing. 
The Board indicated that this was not definite, but merely a 
starting point for discussion. Some people suggested lesser 
amounts which could be requested. The Board made care ful 
notes of all of.these comments and stated that all things 
would be carefully weighed before a final decision was made 
on how much money to request. 
The f orIDal part of the meeting was adjourned promptly 
at 9 : 00 p. m. as promised. A large portion of the group stayed 
around to discuss the issues in small groups. The final com­
ments by the Board indicated that they expected this group to 
do the majority of the work in selling this tax increase to 
their friends and neighbors. The entire group was encouraged 
by the meeting and its outcome. Another meeting was set for 
February 9 ,  19 81. 
The intervening time between meetings was spent in sev­
e ral meetings between the Board and administration for the 
purpose of deciding what amount of money should be requested 
for the tax increase in the April 7 election. Many of the 
·Board members felt that to ask for an ·increase of $ . 80 per 
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$100 was to invite the defeat of the proposal. In conversa­
tions at the local coffee shop, they were -hearing much more 
support fo� an increase of about $. 40 per $100 assessed valu­
ation. The administration had prepared a fact sheet for the 
Board which showed possible revenues from several different 
increases and the long-range prospects for each. Included 
as Appendix F, this sheet used an assessed valuat.ion for the 
district of $3 0,000,000 (which was too high) and projected 
expenses in excess of currently available funds through the 
1985-1986 school year. There were three rates proposed as 
examples. It was noted that regardless of what tax rate was 
used, the district would still be $60,000 in the red at the 
end of the 1981-1982 school year. This was due to the f act 
that no funds would be received f rom any new rate until the 
summer of 1982. Example one, an increase of $. 445 per $1001 
would create the possibility of a deficit of $3 25,000 by the 
end of the 1985-1986 schoo� year. Example two showed that 
an increase of $. 545.per $100 would result in a deficit of 
$204,000 by the end of the 1985-1986 school year. Example 
three, $. 645 per $100, would bring the district very close 
to the break even. point with only a deficit of $86,000 at the 
end of the 1985-1986 school year. Of course, all of these 
figures were very rough in that there are so many other var­
iables which aff ect school funding. It was noted that several 
f actors which could affect these f igures, either positively 
or negatively, were cha�ges in state aid, changes in enroll­
ment, inflation, and the insecurity of the $3 0,000,000 figure 
for assessed valuation. 
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The Board and administration spent many hours wrestling 
with the problem of how much of an increase to ask the voters 
to app!ove. There was a c ertainty that they would not be 
able to pass an $ . 80 inc rease, but they were hesitant to ask 
for less when they knew i t  probably would not do the job. 
Fi nally, they agreed to c ompromise and at the J anuary Board 
meeting approved a resolution, inc luded as Appendix G, to 
hold � tax increase referendum on April 7 ,  1981. The purpose 
of the election was to obtain voter approval for an increase 
of $ . 50 per $ 100 assessed valuation i n  the education fund 
rate. P assage of this inc rease would result in  an additional 
$125, 000 with an assessed valuation of $ 25,000,000. 
Several more meetings were held to plan how to b.est· use 
the volunteer help to sell the referendum to the general · pub­
lic. It was tentatively agreed that the distri�t should be 
divided i nto several sections and that an attempt should be 
made to i nform every household of the upcoming election and 
its i mportance i n  the future of the school district. 
At the next public meeting, a total of twenty-eight per­
sons other than Board and admi nis trators were present. This 
was c onsidered a good core group. The primary purpose of 
this meeting was to inform the group of the Board's decision 
on the rate which would be requested and to solicit thei r 
help in  selling the public on the need for this inc rease. 
There was an explanation of the method of going i nto each 
home, which the Board thought would be most effec tive. This 
idea was strongly supported. The next order of business was 
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to divide the group into teams and assign them to cover spe­
cific parts of the district. The country portion of the dis­
trict was divided into six sections and the city portion into 
twelve sections. A map of the country sections is included 
as Appendix H. The Board asked the visitation teams to pre­
pare themselves by going over the information packets and 
familiarizing themselves with all aspeci s of th� situation. 
Another meeting was set for March 23 to answer any last 
minute questions for the teams. It was decided that all home 
visits should be made in the last week before the election. 
By the March 23 meeting, the teams were to notify the admin­
istration of how many packets of information they would need 
so that these could be duplicated and collated in time. It 
was also mentioned that each team wo�ld be given 3 · x  5 index 
cards if it wished to use these to record information. The 
group agreed that all should do this. They felt that a card 
should be made out for each home visited. The card should 
include the name, address, and phone number of the residents 
and their feelings regarding the election if this could be 
determined. From these cards a l i s t  could then be compiled 
of the "yes" voters. O n  election day this list would be used 
by poll watchers to make sure that all of the voters in favor 
of the increase actually got to the polls to vote. All of 
the visitation teams were very charged up. The teams were 
asked for their input into the composition of the final infor­
mation packet which they ·would distribute. Since the final 
· set of information was the third such · set prepared, the system 
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of labeling the pages was changed from numbers to letters to 
avoid c onfus ion. The final s e t  is included as Appendices 
Ia- If. 
Page Ia is the s ame as was us ed in eac h of the prelimi­
nary sets. Page Ib was made by combining the pages from pre­
vious handouts wh ich detailed past assessed valuation and 
inflation rate s .  This was expanded s lightly to ·include the 
amount of revenue generated by the ass e s s e d  valuation given 
the prevailing tax rate· at that time. Page Ic was an expanded 
vers ion of the s unnnary of all are a tax rates .  The new infor­
mation inc luded the total tax rate for each district ,  how much 
of the total was in bonds , and the s tatus of any recent or 
pending at.tempts at tax increase referenda. Page Id again 
outlined all of the ac tions already taken by the Board and 
the poss ible future options . Page Ie is the " threat" page , 
which inc ludes all of the cuts which would be nec ess ary to 
b alance the budget. Page If details the tax increase prop­
osition with es timates of what the increas e would c os t  the 
taxp ayer. Also added to this page were the p hone numbers of 
t he Supervisors of Assess ments for both S he lby and Christian 
Counties. This was added in case any taxpay e r  wante d to c all 
and find out his ass e s s e d  valuation. 
During the final month be: · r e  the Marc h 23 meeting, the 
group of Board members and adm _ s tr ators c onc entrated on pub­
lic relations and publicity. The s uperintendent spoke on s e v­
eral area. radio shows and· gave interviews to all area 
.newspapers regarding the propos ed tax · incre as e. Various Board 
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members spoke to local c ivic and public servic e groups to 
educ ate them and solic it the ir support . The administration 
had four hundred signs printed, which were to be attached to 
lath and plac ed in yards of people who would support the ref­
erendum. A small version of the sign is included as Appendix 
J .  The message on the sig ns was s impl e :  Vote Yes for Schools. 
The visit ation t e ams were to be given signs t o  distribute in 
their areas. 
The final group meeting was held March 23, 1981, t o  fi­
nalize all plans and answer all quest ions which may have c ome 
up. Only twelve persons other than Board and administration 
· attended t his meet ing. This was a cause for some c oncern, 
but it was assumed t hat there was really no need for �very one 
to attend if they understood t he ir task. The week preceeding 
t his meeting was espec ially busy for the administration as 
about one t housand of the six-page information pac kets had to 
be duplic ated, collated, and dist ributed t o  t he visitation 
t e ams. Index c ards �ere also inc luded in the materials. 
During the last week of the c ampaign, signs supporting 
t he refere ndum were placed in the windows of local busine s s e s . 
All merchants and local businesses were cooperative e xc e pt 
t.he local bank. The 11" x 14" signs were made from whit e c ard 
stock with blac k lettering. Beginning April 1, these signs 
were also stapled t o  t elephone poles t hroughout the distric t .  
Alt hough using the poles is not c onsidered a good prac t ic e ,  
the phone company was c ontacted prior to this being done. 
While the local offic e could not give pe rmission for using 
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the p oles, they indicated that as l ong as the signs were later 
removed t here would be no pr oblems. With this in mind, an 
estimated 15 0 signs were posted t hroughout the district, most­
ly in the rural port ions. The locations of the signs were 
noted so that they could later be removed. Signs att ached 
to lath were als o delivered to visitat ion teams during this 
time. 
"The home visits began in earnest about Wednesday, April 
1, 1981. Members of the teams found out very quickly that 
the pr ocess could be most t ime consuming. More t han one team 
reported spending four or more hours t he first night and only 
visiting four or five homes. It was generally easy t o  dis­
tinguish which p eople supported t he referendum or which were 
against it. Some of t he visit ation t eams found out just how 
rude t heir fellow t axpayers can be. Several cit izens used 
the visit as a vehicle to convey all of their ill feelings 
about the district ad ministrat ion or part icular employees. 
The visitation t eams 'made quick notes of each visit on t he 
3 x 5 cards provided. 
By Monday evening, April 6,  the maj ority of the homes in 
the district had been visited. The feeling of the teams was 
one of caut ious optimism. 
On the day of t he election, t here were poll watchers as­
signed to each p olling p lace in t he district. Their t ask wa$ 
t o  try to determine the size of the voter turnout and keep 
track of t hose who had voted. At about 2: 00 p . m. the list of 
" yes" voters submitted by the visit ation teams was put into 
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use . Those on the l i s t  who had not yet voted were cal l ed and 
reminded to do such. Several Board members ran shut t l e  ser­
vices to and from the polls . Only one problem developed.  
The chief j udge at the largest precinct voting place refused 
to let the poll watchers see the l i s t  of those who had vote d .  
This woman had been very outspoken in her opposition t o  the 
referendum . Eventua lly she was cajoled into al lowing the 
l i s t  to b e  seen . 
Once the polls c l osed the wait ing was very difficul t .  
All of the ballot boxes were taken to the county seat s ,  Tay­
lorvi lle for Chr i s t ian County and Shelbyville for Shelby 
County . Once there the ballots were counted by computer s . 
The final totals were available Wednesday morning . In Shelby 
County the proposition passed 106 to 66.  In Christ ian County 
i t  also · pas s ed , 3 59 -269. The final totals were 465 "yes" 
and 3 3 5  "no . "  
The Board of EducatioD held a spec ial meeting on Thurs day , 
April 9 ,  1981, to canvass the votes and certify the results of 
the election . The Board directed the superintendent to com­
pose a letter thanking all those who helped work for the ref­
erendum. An article was also to be placed in the local paper 
thanking the voters for their support . 
CHAPTER FOUR 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
Since the most immediate crisis seems to have been avert­
e d ,  l e t  us look at the effec t of this new tax rate on the 
management of the district in the next few years . 
As has already been pointed out , the district wi ll b e  
about $60, 000 in the r e d  before i t  collects any money under 
the new rate.  Some of the $60,000 in budget cuts for 1981-
1982 wi l l  have to b e  reinstated for the 1982-1983 school year 
if programs are not to suffer . The b iggest item wi ll be ap­
proxima tely $15,000 in cuts in the teachers ' budgets . These 
programs cannot be expected to operate on a minimal budget 
for another year without deteriorat ion . Anqther big expense 
m�y be employee compens ation . 
When the Board voted to give the staff only salary in­
crements for 1981-1982, i t  gave the staff every assurance that 
i t  would do what it could to make this up for the 1982-1983 
school year . In order to meet this commitment , the Board may 
have to expend an additional $75,000 for salaries . 
Assuming that all e s t imates for receipts and expenditures 
have been reasonably accurate , it would be obvious that , al­
though the tax increase went a long way toward solving the 
immediate financial problems of the distric t ,  the long range 
f inanc ial picture for the district i s  not good . Pre suming 
the addition of the above mentioned $9 0,000 in expenditures , 
the financ ial s i tuation is s t ill critical . Several things 
may be done to help with this problem. A very thorough s tudy 
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of the distri c t ' s  long range s taff needs will have to b e  done 
with an eye toward reducing the overall teaching staff as at­
trition allows . This effort mus t  be undertaken with the hope 
that this reduc tion can be accomplished without harming pro­
grams . A quick look shows us that in the 19 84-19 85 school 
year it will be pos s ible to cut back one posi tion at Bond 
Elementary School . There are curient li two sections of the 
fourth grade for 1 9 81-19 82. There are also two sec tions of 
the first grade for 1981-1982. I t  is conceivable that another 
s t a ff member may be released in 1987-19 88. This will be the 
extent to which cuts can be made in the teaching s taff at the 
· e l ementary schoo l .  
At the junior - s enior high school there may be s everal 
ways to t ighten up on staff costs . At presen t ,  the assi stant 
pr�ncipal has been ass igned to teach three classes for 1981- · 
1982. The guidance couns elor has no teaching responsib ilities . 
S erious consideration will have to b e  given to us ing the s e  two 
men to cover one full time teaching position and thereby re­
duce staff by one . The media spec ialist has been ass igned to 
teach one class for 19 81-1982. Close scrut iny must b e  given 
to making this ass ignment at least 50% teach ing . By reducing 
t.he seventh and eighth grade Engl ish from two periods per day 
to one and using the media spec i a l i s t  for the other p eriods , 
i t  may be p 0 s s ib l e  to release another s taff member . In the 
area of vocational education, enrollment declines could eas i ly 
change the present four full t ime positions to four one-half 
time p o s i tions . The resultant savings would be equivalent to 
reducing staff by two . 
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These are all of the personnel changes that could b e  
made without having an injurious effect on. the total program 
in the di s t rict . The outlined reductions could result in 
decreasing the staff by s ix posit ions over the next six years . 
When the last of these was releas e d ,  the resultant savings to 
the district could b e  as much a s  $95 , 000 per year . While 
these steps alone will not solve the prob lems , th�y will ac­
complish two vital tasks . Fir s t ,  the savings involved will 
help buy time and keep the indebt edness of the dis trict from 
worsening as rapidly as it would without these cuts . Second , 
this would b e  a very· vi s ib l e  demon stration to the pub lic that 
steps were b eing t aken to help eas e  the financ ial problems 
and , thus , confidence in the leadership of the district should 
res�lt : This should help to soften up the taxpayers for the 
ne�t tax hike request when i t  come s .  
One may notice that a l l  of the sugges t ions for reducing 
future costs have dealt with teaching staff . Realistic a l l y ,  
the b e s t  and quickest way to save money in any school d i s ­
tri c t  i s  to concentrate on personnel . Salaries account for 
about 40 % of the school budge t .  The moves tal<en by the Board 
in 1981- 1982 have_ already reduced the non- cer tified staff as 
much as possible . Therefore , the teaching s taff may have to 
be reduced as enrollment declines to help balance the district 
budge t .  
This distric t ,  as we l l  as mos t  others , will be keeping 
a watchful eye on the s t ate legi s l ature for future help in 
funding pub l ic school s .  One mus t hope that sooner or later 
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the state legisl ature wi l l  come up with a way of funding pub­
lic schools that i s  fa ir , reasonab le , and will provide enough 
money. One. idea b e ing promoted is a local inc ome tax . The 
advisab i l i ty of this tax is uncertain , but at least i t  shows 
that s ome of the state ' s  leaders are aware of the problem and 
are trying to find an answer . 
The other factor that this di s trict must cons ider is con­
solidation. This is a very viable al ternative for this d i s ­
tric t ,  g iven the right circumstanc es . The leaders of the 
district must keep an open mind regarding consolidation as i t  
may well become necessary in the futur e .  
In summary , i t  i s  hoped that this paper and i t s  many ap­
pendices may prove to be helpful to some other school district 
facing 'the same problems as As sump tion Community Un i t  D i s trict 
# 9 .  This author has provided deta i l s  o f  the plan used to 
fac i l itate pass age of a tax increas e ,  the background of both 
the school dis trict and the town, the causes of the financ ial 
plight , and a discuss.ion of the options available . Most as­
suredly some, or all , of these component parts are present 
in many other school d i s tricts in this state . I t  is the be­
lief of the author that As sump t ion is not atypical , but rather 
a comfortably representative community . Many other dis tricts 
are faced with the same problems and fail to resolve them 
without sacrific ing the qual ity of education for their s tu­
dents . Surely the model and suggestions presented in this 
paper can be useful in h�lping di s tricts to approach the prob­
l em of decl ining enrollment and/or dec lining tax base with a 
belief· that something can be done to insure the future of 
public education as we have known i t .  
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ASSUMPTION COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL DIST . #9 
Financial Heviews for Board 
October 1980 · 
Educational Fund Receipts 
/3 
State Aid Year Amount % Increase/Decrease 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
- 15% 
- 14% 
. 1980 - 8 1  
( estimate d )  1981-82 
$72 . 047 
60 , 99 3  
5 1 .  869 
72 . 982 
74 ,095 
77 , 0 0 0  
+40% 
+ 1 .  3% 
+4% 
Tax Receipts 
1976-77 $382 , 68 7  
1977-78 438 , 354 + 14. 6% 
1978-79 471 , 151 + 7 . 5% 
1979-80 482 . 982 +2 . 5% 
1980 �81 * 459 , 500 -5% 
( estimated ) 1981-82 4 1 7 , 000 - 9 . 2% 
1 *includes Corporate Personal Property Replacement Tax 
Total Educational RecP.j nts 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81  
( estimate d )  1981-82 
Total Educati onal Expenses . 
1976- 77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980 - 8 1  
$743 , 8 19 
751 , 442 
814 , 990 
878 , 146 
877 , 000 
807 , 000 
$738 , 80 8  
737 , 661 
761 , 662 
868 , 162 
1 , 0 42 , 550 
+ 1% 
+8 . 5% 
+ 7 .  7% 
-0 . 5% 
- 8% 
-0 . 5% 
+ 3 . 2% 
+ 14% 
+20%. 
' , 
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CURRICULUM CHANGES NECESSARY TO BALANCE BUDGET 
I TEM SAVINGS 
1 .  Eliminate all sports , cheerleaders , 
and coaches 
2 .  Drop all art instruction 
J .  Drop all band 
4 .  Drop all extra-curricular c lubs 
5 . Drop participation in D . A . V . C .  
6 .  Drop all advanced courses in Home 
Ee , Agriculture , Business , and 
Industrial Arts. Reduce staff by 
two full time positions. 
7. Drop all advanced science and math 
courses. Reduce staff by one .  
8 .  Drop one-half time English teacher 
and drop Junior High Readin�. 
Reduce staff by one-half pos ition 
9 ,  Reduce all bus route s .  
10 . Drop two teachers at Bond Grade 
Schoo l .  This would make the first 
grade class 28 �nd the fourth grade 
$18 , 000 
1 5 , 000 
14, 000 
1 , 000 
19 , 000 
J0 , 000 
lJ , 000 
6 , 500 
1 5 , 000 
class J2 . 28 , 000 
1 1 .  Drop the Cooperative Education 
Program to free that teacher for 
two more periods . O 
Total Savings Possible $ 1 59 . 500 
c 
Possible Program Cuts at Bond Elementary 
1 .  Drop a part-time teacher 
2 .  Cut classroom education supplies 
by 50% 
J .  Eliminate all new textbooks and 
reduce the number of workbooks 
4 .  Drop one c o o k  and u s e  student help 
5. Drop part-time janitor 
Total savings at Bond 
$ 7 , 000 
1 , 00 0  
J , 000 
3 , 000 
3,000 
$ 1 7 , 000 
Possible Cuts at the Junior-Senior High for 1981-82 
1 .  Eliminate one staff member by attrition 
2 .  Eliminate some janitorial services 
J .  Eliminate one kitchen helper and 
use student he'lp 
4 .  Reduce all supply budge ts by 50% 
5 .  Eliminate Baseball 
Total savings at the Jr. -Sr. High 
Total savings possible districtwide 
$ 1 7 , 000 
J , 200 
J , 969 
1 7 , 000 
2,000 
$4J , 169 
$60 . 169 
D 
Estimated Educati onal Fund Receipts . 198 1-82 
Truces - Real Estate 
State Aid 
Corporate Taxes 
Orphan s '  Tuition 
Driver Education 
Special Education Programs 
Title Programs 
Interest on Investments 
Athletic Gate Receipts 
Textbook Rentals 
Lunches 
Vocational Reimbursement 
Misc . 
Total 
Estimated Balance on Hand 6/J0/81 
Working Cash Fund Transfer ( 2  years ) 
Total Available Cash for 1981-82 
$400 , 000 
77 , 000 
22 , 000 
2 5 , 000 
2 , 000 
160 , 00 0  
50 , 00 0  
10 , 000 
6 , 00 0  
7 , 000 
50 , 000 
5 , 000 
7,000 
$82 1 , 000 
$ J4 , 000 
J0 , 000 
$885 , 000 
Estimated Expenses in the Educati onal Fund 1981-82 
1980-81 budget level 
Cost of salary increments for staff 
$990 , 000 
15,000 
Total Estimated Expenses for 1981-82 $ 1 , 00 5 , 00 0  
Program Cuts Adopted i n  December 
Estimated Deficit in Educational Fund 
at the end of 1981-82 school year. 
60 , 000 
60 , 000 
E l  
How Unit #9 Gets I ts Tax Money and Where I t  Originates 
1 .  Local Taxes - Real Estate 
Assessed Valuations for the 
1975-76 $2 3 , 899 , 000 1978-79 
1976-77 30 , 0 61 , 000 1979-80 
1977-78 29 , 395 , 000 1980 - 8 1  
last s i x  years 
$30 , 454 , 000 
2 7 , 498 , 000 
24 , 500 , 000 ( est. ) 
Local Taxes Account For Nearly 50% of School Revenues 
2 .  State Aid - based on an equalization formula which 
designates Unit #9 as a wealthy district 
State Aid Funds for the last six years 
1975-76 $73 , 030 1978-79 $51 , 869 
1976-77 72 , 047 1979-80 72 , 982 
1977-78 60 , 993 1980 - 8 1  74 , 095 
E 2  
J .  Special Education - supported enti rely by non-local funds 
I 1975- 76 $81 , 000 
1976-77 94, 000 
1977-78 90 , 000 
4 .  Title I Programs 
1975:-76 $19 , 225 
1976-77 3 7 . 584 
1977-78 3 J , 87J 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980 - 8 1  
1978- 79 
1979-80 
1980 - 8 1  
$ 10 7 , 000 
12J , OOO 
140 , 000 
$42 , 2J 1  
.52 , J20 
.54 , 000 
ASSUMPTION COMMUNITY UNIT DISTRICT 9 
Assessed Valuations 1972- 1980 
1972 $ 22 . 7 19 , 655 
1973 22 , 99 5 , 9 15 
1974 2 3 , 167 , 482 
1975 . 2 3 , 899 , 509 
1976 J0 , 061 , 286 
1977 29 , 39 5 , 828 
1978 30 , 454 , 9 19 
1979 2 7 , 49 8 , 100 
1980 24, 832 , 500 ( e stimated )  
E 3  
INFLATION RATES -
1975- 76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81  
Six Year Average 
Three Year Average 
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE 
9 . 1% 
5 . 8% 
6 . 5% 
7 . 7% 
1 1 . J% 
12 . 6% 
8 . 8J% 
10 . 5J% 
Figures from the U .  S .  Department of Labor 
Lf) 
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ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE BOARD AT THIS TIME 
1 .  The Board has made cuts in some areas. These include 
kitchen and janitorial service s ,  reduction in the teaching 
staff by one and one-half positions , and cutting all 
supply budgets by 50% for next year. 
2 .  The Board has considered more extensive cuts which 
would affect the educati onal programs , but decided to wait 
until the public has an opportunity to understand the 
situation. 
3 .  The Board has set an Educational Fund levy for 1981-82 
of $525 , 000 . This would be sufficient to maintain our 
programs. Howeve r ,  our es timated assessed valuatio� cannot 
produce this much revenu e .  We expect to get about $400 , 000 . 
This will result in overspending by about $ 1 38 , 000 next 
year. 4. The Board Finance Committee has been studying this 
problem for several months , searching for answers and 
solutions. 
· WHAT CAN BE DONE TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM 
1 .  Pass a referendum to increase the tax rates in the 
education, building, and transportation fun�s . 
2 .  Run the district in the red until the legal limit 
i s . reached .  Tax anticipation warrants could be issued for 
as much as $600 , 000 . Eight per cent interest would have to 
be paid on this money. 
3 .  Pay off all defic i ts by issuance of working cash bonds. 
These sell to the lowest bidder on the interest rate which 
must be paid by the distri c t .  Thi s  type of bond sale has 
been d rawing bids at around ten per cent interest or more. 
4. Make serious cuts in the educati onal programs and 
balance the budge t .  
5 .  Consolidate with a neighboring district.  
6.  Let the state run our schools. 
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CURRICULUM CHANGES NECESSARY TO BALANCE BUDGET 
ITEM SAVINGS 
1 .  Eliminate all sports , cheerleaders , 
and coaches 
2 .  Drop all art instruction 
J .  Drop all band 
4.  Drop all extra-curricular c lubs 
5 .  Drop participation in D . A . V . C .  
6 .  Drop all advanc ed courses in Home 
Ee , Agriculture , Busines s ,  and 
Industrial Arts . Reduce staff by 
two full time positions . 
7 .  Drop all advanc ed science and math 
�ours e s .  Reduce. staff by one .  
8 .  Drop one-half time English teacher 
and qrop Junior High Reading. 
Reduce staff by one-half poistion 
9. Reduce all bus routes. 
10 . Drop two teachers at Bond Grade 
School. This would make the first 
grade c lass 28 and the fourth grade 
$18 , 00 0  
15 , 000 
14, 000 
1 . 00 0  
1 9 , 000 
J0 , 00 0  
1 J , OOQ 
6 , 500 
1 5 , 000 
class J2 . 2 8 ,  000 
1 1 .  Drop the Cooperative Education 
Program to free that teacher £or 
two more periods . 0 
Total Savings Possible $159 , 500 
E l  
CHRISTIAN COUNTY 
Morrisonville 
Taylorville 
Edinburg 
Mt. Auburn 
Stonington 
Pa.na 
Assumption 
SHELBY COUNTY 
Cowden-He rrick 
Findlay 
Moweaqua 
Shelbyville 
Stewardson-Strasburg 
Tower Hi ll 
Windsor 
E B  
AREA TAX RATES 
1212 
MACON COUNTY 
$2 . 46 Argenta- Oreana $2 . 97 
2 . 88 Maroa-Forsyth 2 . 96 
. 2 .  6 1  Mt.  Zion 2 . 96 
2 . 79 Macon . 3 . 35 
3 . 25 Niantic-Harristown 3 . 12 
2 . 54 Blue Mound 3 . 09 
· 2 .  58 Warrensburg- Latham 2 . 99 
Decatur 2 . 64 
OTHERS 
3 . 17 Cerro Gordo 2 . 7 1  
2 . 43 + Bethany 2 . 76 
3 . 40 Mt.  Pulaski 2 . 96 
2 . 49 r1iiopolis . 3 . 05 
3 . 16 
3 . 24· ++ 
3 .  12 
+ recently passed a ·referendum which i s  not included i n  rate 
++ recently passed a bond issue which i s  not included in rate 
POSSIBLE TAX REFERENDUM 
Date s :  April 7 ,  1981 or November J ,  1981 
Rate s &  The Board has discussed the following increase s &  
Education Fund - $0 . 64 per $100 assessed valuation 
Building Fund - $0 . 105 per $100 assessed valuation 
Transportation Fund - $0 . 0 55 pe � $10� assessed valuation 
Total increase - $0 . 80 per $100 assessed valuation 
What wil l  be the increased cost to taxpayers? 
$ 1 , 000 assessed valuation equals a tax increase of $ 8 . 00 
$5, 000 assessed valuation equals a tax increase of $40 . 00 
. $10 , 000 assessed valuation equals a tax increase of $80 , 00 
$20 , 000 assessed valuation equals a tax increase of $160 . 00 
FARM GROUND TAXATION 
The best farm ground i n  the Assumption district i s  
assessed at $JJO per acre . Average farm ground is $JOO 
per acre . The poorest farm ground i s  assessed at $260 
per acre . 
1 acre @ $JJO per acre = $2 . 64 tax increase 
1 acre @ $JOO per acre = $2 . 40 tax increase 
1 acre @ $260 per acre = $2 . 0 8 tax increase 
80 acres @ $JJO per acre = $2 1 1  tax increase 
80 acres @ $JOO per acre = $192 tax increase 
80 acres @ $260 per acre = $166 tax increase 
160 acres @ $JJO per acre = $422 tax increase 
1 60 acres @ $JOO per acre = $J84 tax increase 
160 acres @ $260 per acre = $JJ2 tax increase 
E 9  
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PROJECTED DEFICIT SPENDING IN EDUCATIONAL FUND 
1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 
Increased · needs 
according to 
our chart -$60 , 000 
Increased revenue 
@ $30 , 000 , 000 and 
44. 5¢ increase 
Shortage -$60 , 000 
Increased revenue 
@ $30 , 000 , 000 and 
)4 . 5¢ increase 
Shortage -$60 , 000 
Increased revenue 
@ $JO , OOO , OOO and 
64 . 5¢ increase 
Shortage -$60 , 000 
$160 , 000 
133 , 500 
-$86 , 500 
1 63 , 500 
-$56 , 500 
193 , 500 
-$2 6 , 500 
$184 , 000 '$2 12 , 000 $2�3 , 000 
133 , 500 1 33 , 500 133 , 500 
-$137 , 000 -$215 , 500 -$32 5 , 000 
1 63 , 500 163 , 500 163 , 500 
-$76 , 000 -$124, 500 -$20 4 , 000 
1 9 3 , 500 193 , 500 193, 500 
-$1 7 , 000 -$J 6 , 000 -$86 , 000 
The se estimates do not include 1 )  built-in tax increase s ,  2 )  reduced 
costs due to declining enrollment , 3) increased corporate taxe s ,  4) reduced 
inflati on , 5) increased state aid , and 6) insecurity of the $30 , 000 , 000 
figure for assessed valuation. 
CERTIFICATE OF PASSAGE OF RESOLUTION 
BOARD OF EDUCATION OF ASSUMPTION COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL 
DISTRICT NO. 9 ,  CHRISTIAN AND SHELBY COUNTIES , ILLINOIS 
DATE: JANUARY 1 9 ,  1981 
G 
• 
At a duly constituted meeting of the Board of Education of Assum�tion Community 
Unit School District No. 9 ,  Christian and Shelby Counties, Illinois , held on January 
19,  198 1 ,  the resolution hereto attached was ado9ted by maj ority vote. 
. .  ;. 
RESOLUTION CALLING SPECIAL ELECTIO� G 
WHEREAS , in Community Unit School District No. 9 ,  (Assumption) , Christian and 
Shelby Counties, Illinois, the ?resent maximum tax rate for said School District 
for the Educational Fund is 1 . 60% upon all the taxable property of said District 
at a value as eoualized or assessed by the Department of Local Government Affairs, 
which for the year 1979 was $27 , 498. 100; and 
WHEREAS, said Board of Education now anticipates further program cuts and a 
deficit of funds in the Educational Fund for the 1981-1982 scbool year; and 
WHEREAS, the Board of Education now deems it necessary and advisable t o  seek 
the authority of the voters of this Distrcit t o  increase the levy tax rate annually 
upon the taxable property in said District at a value as equalized by the Department 
of Local Government Affairs for the following fund from the followi:ng present 
maxim�m tax rate to the following proposed maximum t·ax rate.: 
Fund 
Education 
Maximum Present 
·Tax Rate 
1 . 60% 
·. 
Maximum Proposed 
Tax Rate· 
2.10% 
NOW, THEREFORE , BE IT AND IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED by the Board of Education of 
Community Unit School District .No. Q (Assumption) , Christian and Shelby Counties, 
Illinois, as follows : 
Section 1 :  That additional revenues are needed in the Education Fund for 
the purpose of providing the present services , teaching staf f ' s  salaries, and 
present programs; that said School District must have additional revenue if it is 
to continue t o  maintain and improve the p resent level of service and instruction 
now offered in this School District. 
Section 2 :  That i t  be and i t  is hereby determine.d that an additional • 50(o 
in the levy for the Educational Fund will be of great assistance in meeting the 
needs of this School District and in the best interests of the School District. 
G 
Section 3 :  That for the purpose of submitting the pro�osition t o  establish 
the tax rate limits at 2 . 10/. upon all the taxable property of the District at a 
vaiue as equalized or assessed by the Department of Local Government Affairs 
instead of the present maximum rate otherwise applicable to the next taxes to be 
extended for the Educational Fund, a Special Election should be and is hereby 
called to be held in and for said School District on Tuesday , the 7th day of 
April, 1981 , and that the polls for such election shall be open from 6 :00 o ' clock 
A.M. to 7 :00 o ' clock P.M. on said date. 
Section 4 :  That for the purpose of said election, the School District shall 
be divided into election precincts and the boundaries of said election precincts 
and the polling place designated for each election precinct shall be th.ose election 
precincts and polling places established by the County Boards of Christian and 
Shelby Counties, State of lllinois. 
Section 5 :  That notice of said special election be given by the County 
Clerks of Christian and Shelby Counties , State of Illinois, by publish.�ng notice 
of such election once in one or more newspapers publishe.d in and having a general 
circulation in said School District, and once respectively in newspapers published 
in Christian and Shelby Counties, the date of said publications of such notice to 
be not more than thirty (30) days nor less than ten ()02 days prior to the date 
set tor such election. 
Section 6 :  That notice of said spe,cial election shall be in substantially 
the following form: 
NOTICE OF SPECIAL ELECTION 
ASSUMPTION co��tuNITY UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 9 
COUNTIES OF CHRISTIA..� AND SHELB� 
STATE OF ILLINOIS 
G 
�OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that a special election has been called and will be 
held in and for Community Unit School District No. 9, (Assumption) , Shelby and 
Christian Counties, Illinoi s ,  on Tuesday, April 7 ,  1981 , at which time there will 
be submitted to the legal voters of said school the following t;>ro�osition: 
Shall the maximum tax rate for the educational fund of Community 
Unit School District No. 9 (Assumption) , Christian and Shelby 
Counties, Illinois, be established a t  2 . 10 per cent upon all 
the taxable property of the District at the value as equalized 
or assessed by the Department of Local Government Affairs, instead 
of 1 . 60 per cent, the maximum rate otherwise applicable t o · the 
next taxes t o  be extended? · 
This Board of Education estimates that the approximate amount o f  taxes extendible 
for educational purposes under the proposed rate is $577 ,46Q . 10 ;  and that the 
approximate amount of taxes ex�endible for educational purposes under the maximum 
rate otherwise applicable is $439 1969-.60. These amounts are computed upon the 
last known value of all taxable property of the District as equalized by the 
Department of Local Government Affairs • 
. The polls at said election shall be opened at 6 : 00 o ' c lock A.M, and will be 
closed at 7 : 00 o ' clock P.M.  on the same day. 
Voters must vote at the polling place designated for the election precinct 
within which they reside. 
By order of the County Clerk of --------� County, State of Illinois. 
Dated this --- day of ------=-------- , 19 81.  · 
COUNTY CLERK , COUNTY 
Section 7 :  That i t  is hereby estimated that the approximate amount of taxes 
extendible for educational purposes under the proposed rate is $577 , 460 . 1 0 ;  and 
that the approximate amount of taxes extendible for educational purposes under the 
existing rate is $439 , 9 6 9 . 6 0 .  Such amounts are calculated upon the last known 
value of all taxable property of the District as equalized or assessed by the 
Department of Local Government Affairs in the sum of $27 , 4 9 8 , 100. 
Section 8 :  That the ballots t o  be used a t  said special election shall b e  in 
substantially the following form for the proposition: 
(Face of Ballot) 
OFFICIAL BALLOT 
(Instructions t o  Voters: Mark a cross in the space opposite the word 
indicating the way you desire to vote) 
Shall the maximum tax rate for the 
Educational Fund of Community Unit 
School District No. 9 (Assumption) 
Christian and Shelby County, Illinois, 
be established at 2 . 10 per cent 
upon all the taxable oroperty of the 
District at the value as equalized or 
assessed by the Department of Local 
Government Affairs, instead of 1 . 60 
per cent , the maximum rate otherwise 
applicable t o  the next taxes t o  be 
extended? 
(On the back of the ballot shall appear the f ollow�ng} 
OFFICIAL BALLOT 
YES 
NO 
Community Unit School District No. 9 (ftssumption) , Christian and Shelby 
Counties , Illinois 
Ballot for proposition : Shall the maximum tax rate for the �ducational 
Fund of Community Unit School District No.  9 
(Assumption) � Christian and Shelby Counties , 
Illinois , be established at 2 , 10 per cent 
upon all the taxable property of the District 
at the value as equalized or assessed by the 
Department of Local Government Affairs, instead 
of 1 .  60 per cent , the maximum rate. otherwise 
applicable to the next taxes to be extended? 
Special Election Date: TUESDAY , APRIL 7 ;  1981 
Precinct No. County, State of l l linois 
G 
·� 
Sect ion 9 :  That for said election those persons selected by the County 
3oards of Christian and Shelby Counties shall serve as j udges of election in each 
' 
?lection precinct, and they are here�y appointed to act as judges of_ election for 
said election. 
Section 1 0 :  That not less than fifty-five (55) days orior to April 7 ,  1981 , 
the Secretary of the Board of Education shall certify to the County Clerks of 
Christian and Shelby Counties , State of Illinois , the public question set forth 
herein to be voted upon at said . election. 
Section 1 1 :  That said election shall be held and conducted and the returns 
thereof duly canvassed , all in the manner and the time as t>rovided by law. 
G 
Section l Z :  That all resolutions and· parts of resolutions i n  conflict herewith 
be and the same are hereby repealed, and this resolution shall b e  i n  full force 
and effect forthwith upon its passage. 
Section 1 3 :  A motion to approve and adopt the foregoi_ng resolution was made 
Robert DeBrun by member Ronald Sloan , seconded by member · --------�----�--�--�----- ---�--------------------� 
and following discussion was. approved and adopted by the Board of Education by the 
following roll call vote and thereupon the ?resident declared the motion carried 
and the resolution adopted and approved arid directed the Secretary to record the 
same in full in the minutes o.f the meeting, which was done : 
Results of Roll Call vote: 
Name of Board Member A Vote Nav � -
James Bugg voted x 
Leon Corzine voted x 
Robert DeBrun voted · x 
Richard Francisco voted x 
George Hiler voted x 
Ronald Sloan voted x 
Kenneth Workman voted x 
Other business not pertinent to the adopt�on of the above resolution was 
trnnsacted a t  the meeting and thereafter, upon motion duly mad�, seconded and 
.... � - - - · - - .... .-1..; -··�"';f I 
. . G 
I ,  the undersigned , hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the 
resolutions adopted by majority vote by the Board of Education of Assumption 
Coffi;I!lunity Unit School District No.  9 ,  Christian and Shelby Counties ,  Illinois , 
held on the aforementioned date and entered upon the regular minute book of said 
Board of Education and now in full force and effect, and that the Board of Education 
of Assumption Community Unit School District No. 9 ,  Christian and Shelby Counties , . 
Illinois, has, and at the time of the adoption of the said resolutions had, full 
power and lawful authority to adopt the said resolutions and to confer the powers 
thereby granted t o  the officers therein named , who have full power and lawful 
authority t o  exercise the same. 
STATE OF ILLINOIS 
COUNTY OF CHRISTIAN 
) ) SS. 
) 
, , 
On this 19th day of January , 1981 , in the County of Christian , before me , a 
Notary Public, duly corrnnissioned and qualified, in and for the State and County 
aforesaid, personally came JAMES BUGG, personally known to be, and known t o  me to 
be the same person described in and who executed the foregoing certificate, and 
acknowledged to me that he executed the foregoing certificate; and being by me 
duly. sworn , did depose and say that he is the Secretary of the Board of Education 
of Assumption Community Unit School District No. 9 ,  Christian and Shelby Counties, 
Illinois ; that as such Secretary he keeps the corporate minute books and records 
of said Board of Education, and that the foregoing certificate is true to his own 
knowledge. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 19th day of January, 1 9 8 1 .  
Notary P�blic 7 _, 
ASSUMPT ION SCHOOL DISTRICT 
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COUNTRY AREAS 
1 - Cutler 
2 - Warnic k ,  Bodden 
J - Opitz , �hite , Throneburg 
H 
2 
4 - Dahnke , Himes 
5 - Corzine , Brix 
6 - Bilyeu , Hutchens 
�: 
Estimated Educati onal Fund Receipts . 1981-82 
Taxes - Real Estate 
State Aid 
Corporate Taxes 
Orphan s '  Tuition 
Driver Education 
Special Education Progrcµns 
Title Programs 
Interest on Investments 
Athletic Gate Receipts 
Textbook Rentals 
Lunches 
Vocational Reimbursement 
Misc . 
Total 
Estimated Balance on Hand 6/J0/81 
I 
Working Cash Fund Transfer ( 2  years ) 
Total Available Cash for 1981-82 
$400 , 000 
77 , 000 
2 2 , 000 
2 5 , 000 
2 , 000 
160- , 000 
50 , 000 
· 10 , 000 
6 , 000 
? , 000 
.50 ,000 
5 , 000 
7,000 
$82 1 , 000 
$ J4 , 000 
J0 , 000 
$88 5 , 000 
Estimated Expenses in the Educational Fund 1981-82 
1980-81 budget level 
Cost of salary increments for staff 
$990 , 000 
15. 000 
Total Estimated Expenses for 1981-82 $1 , 005 , 000 
Program Cuts Adopted in December 
Estimated Deficit in Educational Fund 
at the end of 1981-82 school year. 
60 , 000 
60 , 000 
I Cl 
EDUCATION FUND 
ASSESSED VALUATIONS AND RESULTING DOLLARS PRODUCED 
year assessed valuation 
1972 $22 , 7 19 , 65.5 
1973 2 2 ,  99 .5 ,  9 1  ..5 
1974 23 , 1 67 , 482 
1975 2J , 899 • .509 
1976 JO , 0 6 1 ,  286 
1977 2 9 , 395 , 828 
1978 J0 , 4.54 , 9 19 
1979 27 , 49 8 ,  100 
1980 24 , 832 , 500 
U . S .  DEPT . ·Of LABOH 
197.5- 1976 
1976-1977 
1977- 1978 
1978-1979 
1979-1980 
1980 - 1981 
dol lars generated 
$J6J , .5 1J 
J67 , 9J4 
370 , 678 
J82 , J92 
440 , 999 
470 , JJ2 
487 , 278 
439 , 969 
397, 320 ( e s t )  
ANNUAL INFLATION RATES 
9 . 1% 
5 . 8% 
6 . 5% 
7 . 7% 
1 1 . 3% 
1 2 . 6% 
1222- 1280 
tax rate 
$ 1 .  60 
1 . 60 
1 .  60 
1 . 60 
1 . 47 
1 .  60 
1 . 60 
1 . 60 
1 . 60 
Average inflation rate for the last six years - 8 . 8J% 
Average inflation rate for the last three years - 10 . 53% 
I i:J 
le 
ALL FUNDS 
Area Tax Rates 
district rate/$100 (total) bonds refe rendum status 
Tower Hill $4 . 04 $ . 83 yes 
Moweaqua J . •  40 yes 
Macon J . J5 . 1 6 no 
S tonington 3 . 25 . 2 7· yes 
Cowden-Herrick J . 1 7  . 09 no 
Stewardson-S trasburg J . 1 6 . 24 yes 
Windsor 3 . 12 • 19 yes 
Niantic-Harristown 3 . 12 . 2 6  no 
Blue Mound-Boody 3 . 0 9  . 23 yes 
Illiopolis 3 . 0 5 . 30 no 
Warrensburg-Latham 2 . 99 • 13 yes 
Findlay 2 . 98 . 23 yes 
Argenta-Oreana 2 . 97 no 
Mt.  Pulaski 2 . 96 • 12 yes 
M t .  Zion 2 . 96 failed 
Maroa-Forsyth 2 . 96 yes 
Taylorvi lle 2 . 88 . 2 1  yes 
M t .  Auburn 2 . 79 yes 
Be thany 2 . 76 . •  30 failed 
Cerro Gordo 2 . 7 1 yes 
Decatur 2 . 64 . 2 5 no 
Edinburg 2 . 6 1 . J4 failed 
ASSUMPTION 2 . 58 . 35 trying 
Pana 2 .• 54 . 14 failed 
Shelbyville 2 . 49 no 
Morrisonville 2 . 46 no 
The rate column represents the total operating rate per 
$ 100 assessed valuation. 
1981 
1980 
1980 
1981 
several 
The bonds c olumn represents the amount of the total which 
is for retiring building, working cash , or life- safety bond s .  
The refe rendum c olumn indicates whether the district has 
tried or is going to try for a referendum within the last two 
ye�rs or this year. 
ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE BOARD AT THIS TIME 
1 .  The Board has made cuts in some areas. · These include 
kitchen and janitorial service s ,  reduction in the teaching 
staff by one and one-half positions , and cutting all 
supply budgets by 50% for next year. 
2 .  The Board has considered more extensive cuts which 
would affect the educational program s ,  but decided to wait 
until the public has an opportunity to unders tand the 
situation. · 
J .  The Board has set an Educational Fund levy f.or 1981-82 
of $ 525 , 00 0 .  This would be sufficient to maintain our 
program s .  However,  our estimated assessed valuation cannot 
produce this much revenu e .  We . expect to get about $400 , 000 . 
This will result i n  ove�spending by about $1J8 , 000 next 
year. 4.  The Board Finance Committee has been studying this 
problem for several months , searching for answers and 
solutions. 
WHAT CAN BE DONE TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM 
1 .  Pass a referendum to increase the tax rates in the 
edu�ati on, building, and transportation funds • . 
2 .  Rutr the distri c t  in the red until the legal li�it 
i s  reached. Tax anticipation warrants could be issued for 
as much .as $600 , 000 .  Eight per c 1ent interest would have to 
be paid on this money. 
J .  Pay off all defi c i ts by issuance of working cash bonds. 
These £ell to the lowest bidder on the interest rate which 
must be paid by the distric t .  This type of bond sale has 
been d rawing bids at around ten per cent interest or more . 
4. Make serious cuts in the educational programs and 
balance the budge t .  · 
5 . Consolidate with a neighboring district.  
6.  Let the state run our schools . 
le/ 
CURRICULUM CHANGES NECESSARY TO BALANCE BUDGET 
ITEM SAVINGS 
1 .  Eliminate all sports , cheerleaders , 
and coaches 
2 .  Drop all art instruction 
J.  Drop all band 
4. Drop all extra-curricular clubs 
5.  Drop participation in D . A . v . c .  
6 .  Drop all advanced courses in Home 
Ee , Agriculture , Busines s ,  and 
Industrial Arts . Reduce staff by 
$18 , 000 
1 5 , 000 
14, 000 
1 , 000 
1 9 , 000 
two full time positions. J0 , 000 
7. Drop all advanced science and math 
courses. Reduce staff by one . 1J.�OO 
8. · Drop one-half time English teacher 
and drop Junior High Reading. 
Reduce staff by one-half poistion 6 , 500 
9. Reduce all bus route s .  . 1 5 , 000 
10. Drop two teachers at Bond Grade 
School. This would make the first 
grade class 28 and the fourth grade 
class J2 . 2 8 ,  000 
1 1 .  Drop the Cooperative Education 
Program to free that teacher for 
two m0re period s .  O 
Total Savings Possible $159 . 500 
l e  
TAX REFERENDUM APRIL 7, 1981 
The Assumption C ommunity Unit District #9 Board of 
Education has resolved to ask the voters in this district 
to pass an increase in the tax rate in the Education Fund . 
The Board i s  calling for an increase of $0 . 50 per $ 100 
assessed valuation. 
WHAT WOULD BE THE INCREASED COST TO TAXPAYERS? 
I f  your assessed valuation is $ 1 , 000 , your taxes increase 
I f  your assessed valuation i s  $ 5 , 00 0 ,  your taxes increase 
I f  your assessed valuation i s  !i> l O  , 000 , your taxes increase 
I f  your assessed valuation i s  $20 , 000,  your taxes increase 
FARM GROUND TAXATION 
The best farm ground in the Assump t i on School District 
I f 
$5 . 
$25. 
$50 . 
$100 . 
wil l  be assessed at about $JJO per acre . Average farm ground wil l  
b e  assessed at about $JOO per ac r e .  The poorest farm ground wil l  
be assess�d at about $260 p e r  ac re.  
1 acre @ $JJO = $ 1 .  6.5 tax increase 
1 acre @ *JOO llll :1 . .50 tax increase 
1 acre @ 260 = 1 .  JO tax increa·se 
80 acres @ !330 = 1132 tax · increase 80 acres @ JOO = 120 tax increase 80 acres @ 260 = 104 tax increase 
160 acres @ $330 = $264 tax increase 
160 acres @ �JOO - *240 tax increase 
160 acres @ $260 = 208 tax increase 
To find out what your assessed valuation is call your 
county Supervisor of Assessments . 
Shelby County Linda Cook 774-.5.579 
Christian County Ron Finley 824-5900 
J 
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